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Italian Direct Object Pronouns:   
Enclitic and Non-enclitic Forms 
 

The RULES 
 

The order of most western languages is the following:  Subject (S) – Verb (V) – Object (O). 

This means:  In a normal, basic sentence – not a question – the grammatical order of things is:  

Subject ‘in first place’ – Verb ‘in second place’ – Object ‘in third place.’ 

Looking at a sentence:  Dario sees the car. => Dario (S) sees (V) the car (O).  

Simply stated:  Look for the direct object after the verb. 

Returning to the example:  Dario sees the car.  => Looking after “sees,” to find the direct object 

(D.O.), leaves the learner with “the car.” 

At this point, the question becomes: Is “car” a direct object? 

Does “the car” answer one of two questions:  What / whom is being seen by Dario? 

If the answer is “yes,” then chances are that just in front of the word “car” the learner will find 

one of the following words: 

1. Definite Article:  (American English) the – (Italian) lo / l’ / il / i / gli // la / le 

2. Indefinite Article: (American English)  a / an – (Italian) Un / uno / un’ / una 

3. Adjective – including numbers 

4. Blank 

Look at the sentence one last time:  Dario sees the car. Therefore, what is “car?”  It is the Direct 

Object, how do we know:  We have two facts to substantiate the finding: 

1. “car” answers the question:  What or whom is being seen by Dario? 

2. Before the noun “car” the learner will find the definite article “the.” 

 

The order of the Italian sentence when the enclitic direct object pronoun is used 

The enclitic direct object pronoun is placed directly in front of the conjugated1 verb.  As in the 

case of the example:  Dario sees the car.  The translation would be:  Dario la vede. 

                                                           
1 Four the purposes of this course if the verb were in the: –are, –ere, –ire forms, the –ato, –uto, –ito form, or the    
–ando, –endo form then it would not be conjugated. 
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Let us look at a few examples 
 

1. Dario buys a toy for his son. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Toy.” 

Is “toy” the D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is bought by Dario? “Toy.” 

b) There is an indefinite article, i.e.:  a – or – an; in front of “toy?” Yes. 

Then the word “toy” is in fact the direct object of the sentence. 

Since not all verbs that have a direct object in English have one in Italian, the learner is to 

translate the sentence into Italian and apply the same RULES. 

1. Dario compra un giocatolo per suo figlio. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Giocatolo.” 

Is “giocatolo” the D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is bought by Dario? “Giocatolo.” 

b) Is there an indefinite article, i.e.:  uno / un / un’ / una; in front of “giocatolo?” Yes.   

Then giocatolo is indeed the direct object of the sentence. 

Giocatolo = Singular, Masculine, 3rd  lo 

Answer:  Dario lo compra per suo figlio. 
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2. Dario buys the books. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Books.” 

Is “books” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is bought by Dario? “Books.” 

b) Is there a definite article, i.e.: the; in front of “books!” Yes. 

Then the word “books” is in fact the direct object of the sentence. 

Since not all verbs that have a direct object in English have one in Italian, the learner is to 

translate the sentence into Italian and apply the same RULES. 

2. Dario compra i libri. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Libri.” 

Is “libri” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is bought by Dario? “Libri.” 

b) Is there a definite article, i.e.: lo / l’ / il / gli / i / l’ / la / le; in front of “books?” Yes.   

Then libri is indeed the direct object of the sentence. 

Mela = Plural, Masculine, 3rd  li 

Answer:  Dario li compra. 
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3. Dario sings long songs in Italian. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “songs.” 

Is “songs” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom are sung by Dario? “Songs.” 

b) Is there an adjective in front of “songs?” Yes. 

Then the word “songs” is in fact the direct object of the sentence. 

Since not all verbs that have a direct object in English have one in Italian, the learner is to 

translate the sentence into Italian and apply the same RULES. 

3. Dario canta lunghe canzoni in italiano. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “canzoni.” 

Is “canzoni” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is sung by Dario? “Canzoni.” 

b) Is there an adjective in front of “canzoni?” Yes. 

Then canzoni is indeed the direct object of the sentence. 

Canzoni = Plural, feminine, 3rd  le 

Answer:  Dario le canta in italiano. 
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4. Dario meets us at the store. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Us.” 

Is “us” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is met by Dario? “Us.” 

b) There is anything in front of “us?” No. 

Then the word “us” is in fact the direct object of the sentence. 

Since not all verbs that have a direct object in English have one in Italian, the learner is to 

translate the sentence into Italian and apply the same RULES. 

4. Dario incontra noi al negozio. 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Noi.” 

Is “noi” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is met by Dario? “Noi.” 

b) Is there anything in front of “Noi?” No.   

Then noi is indeed the direct object of the sentence. 

Noi = Plural, Masculine,2 1st  ci 

Answer:  Dario ci incontra la negozio.  

                                                           
2 When there is no indicator as to gender, then the learner is to choose the MASCULINE form as the gender. 
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Level Four and Five Students Take Notice 
 

As you have seen, when the enclitic direct object form is used, in situations that require a 

helping verb, i.e.:  The Passto Prossimo tense of the Indicative Mode; the past participle of the 

verb will change to match the gender and number of the enclitic direct object form. 

In other words, the application of the “1:3 – 2:4” rule. 

For example:  Dario ha finito i suoi compiti per oggi. 

 
Analysis 

What is the suspected D.O. of this sentence?  “Noi.” 

Is “compiti” the suspected D.O.?  Yes.  Then look to the rules!   

a) What or whom is finished by Dario? “compiti.” 

b) Is there anything in front of “compiti?” Yes, a possessive adjective.   

Then compiti is indeed the direct object of the sentence. 

compiti = Plural, Masculine, 3rd   li 

 
Applying the “1:3 – 2:4” rule. 

How to apply the rule:  The subject is in the first position, the direct object enclitic pronoun is in 

the second, the helping verb is in the third and the past participle is in the fourth.  

In the example:  Dario ha finito i suoi compiti per oggi. 

The direct object is  compiti. / Compiti = Plural, Masculine, 3rd  li 

Answer:  Dario li ha finiti per oggi 

1. Dario = Subject, in the first position.  /  

2. Li = direct object enclitic pronoun is in the second position. 

3. Ha = is the helping verb. /  

4. Finiti = past participle, in the fourth position. 

 

Dario li ha finiti per oggi. 

 

[ 1 ] Dario  3rd singular  & [ 3 ] ha  3rd singular:  Dario & ha match.  

[ 3 ] li  masculine plural  & [ 3 ] finiti  masculine plural:  Li & finiti match. 
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Additional Level Five Information 

There are two differences between enclitic and non-enclitic direct object pronouns: 

1.  Positioning: 
a. Enclitic pronouns are placed before the conjugated verb while non-enclitic 

pronouns are placed after the conjugated verb, for example:  Dario incontra gli 

amici dopo scuola. 

 

1. Non-enclitic pronoun:  Dario incontra loro dopo scuola. 
2. Enclitic pronoun:  Dario li incontra dopo scuola. 

 
b. In past tenses, when an enclitic pronoun is placed before a helping verb, the past 

participle and the enclitic pronoun must agree in number and gender, for 

example:  Dario ha incontrato gli amici dopo scuola. 

 

1. Non-enclitic pronoun:  Dario ha incontrato loro dopo scuola. 

2. Enclitic pronoun:  Dario li ha incontrati dopo scuola. 

 
2. Enclitic means attachable 

a. Enclitic pronouns can be attached to the infinitive form of the verb, for example: 

Dario vuole incontrare gli amici dopo scuola.  

 

1. Non-enclitic pronoun:  Dario vuole incontrare loro dopo scuola. 
2. Enclitic pronoun:   

     (a) Dario li vuole incontrare dopo scuola. 

     (b) Dario vuole incontrarli dopo scuola.3  

 

  

                                                           
3 We will be seeing this later on in the quarter. 
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Non-Enclitic Direct Object Pronouns 

 
What does the Non-enclitic Direct Object Pronoun do?  It takes the place of the direct object. 

 

 English   Italiano 

Singular   Singular  

 Me   Me 

 You (sing.)   Te 

 Him – Her – It    Lui - Lei 

Plural   Plural  

 Us   Noi 

 You (pl)   Voi 

 Them   Loro 

 

NOTA BENE:  Direct Object non-enclictic pronouns are placed after the verb. 

Daria sees Anna. = Daria sees her. 

Daria vede Anna. = Daria vede lei. 

Directions:  Rewrite each sentence using the non-enclitic direct object pronoun. 

1. They watch us play. 

a. Loro guardano noi giocare calcio. 

i. Noi = First, Plural; non-enclitic direct objects are placed after the noun. 

2. She pays them (mas.) directly. 

a. Lei paga loro (mas.) direttamente. 

i. Loro = Third, Plural; non-enclitic direct objects are placed after the noun. 

3. You (pl.) see me on Thursday. 

a. Voi vedete me giovedì. 

i. Me = First, Singular; non-enclitic direct objects are placed after the noun.   
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Enclitic Direct Object Pronoun 
 

What does the Enclitic Direct Object Pronoun do?  It takes the place of the direct object. 

 

 English   Italiano 

Singular   Singular  

1) Me  1) Mi 

2) You (sing.)  2) Ti 

3) Him – Her – It   3) Lo - La 

Plural   Plural  

1) Us  1) Ci 

2) You (pl)  2) Vi 

3) Them  3) Li - Le 

 

Enclitic direct object pronouns are placed before the conjugated verb. 

Daria sees Anna. = Daria sees her. 

Daria vede Anna. = Daria la vede. 

Directions:  Rewrite each sentence using the enclitic direct object pronoun. 

4. They watch us play. 

a. Loro guardano noi giocare calcio. 

i. Noi = First, Plural = ci -> Loro ci guardano giocare calcio. 

5. She pays them (mas.) directly. 

a. Lei paga loro (mas.) direttamente. 

i. Loro = Third, Plural = li ->  Lei li paga direttamente. 

6. You (pl.) see me on Thursday. 

a. Voi vedete me giovedì. 

i. Me = First, Singular = mi -> Voi mi vedete giovedì.  
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ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES 

1. Noi guardiamo la partita a casa nostra. 

a. D.O. = Partita = Singular, 3rd, Fem.  la 

i. Noi la guardiamo la partita a casa nostra. 

2. Loro arriveranno da Roma domani mattina. 

a. D.O. = NO DIRECT OBJECT! 

3. Mia madre ed io compreremo due gelati. 

a. D.O. = gelati = Plural, 3rd, Mas.  li 

i. Mia madre ed io li compreremo due gelati. 

4. Gloria finisce l’esame adesso. 

a. D.O. = esame = Sing. 3 Mas.  lo 

i. Gloria lo finisce l’esame adesso. 

5. Io non parlavo il tedesco. 

a. Io non lo parlavo il tedesco. 

6. Tu insegnavi la lezione di fisica a noi. 

a. Tu la insegnavi la lezione di fisica a noi. 

7. Tu leggerai questo libro all’università. 

a. Tu lo leggerai questo libro all’università. 

 

ADDITIONAL LEVEL FIVE EXAMPLES 

1. Noi abbiamo guardato la partita a casa nostra. 

a. D.O. = Partita = Singular, 3rd, Fem.  La 

i. Noi la abbiamo guardata la partita a casa nostra. 

a) [1] Noi (subject) – agrees with – [3] abbiamo (helping verb) 

b) [2] la (enclitic D.O. pronoun) – agrees with – [4] guardata (past 

participle.) 

2. Io ho visto voi a scuola la settimana scorsa. 

a. D.O. = Voi = Plural, 2nd, Fem.  Vi 

i. Io vi ho visiti voi a scuola la settimana scorsa. 

a) [1] Io (subject) – agrees with – [3] ho (helping verb) 

b) [2] vi (enclitic D.O. pronoun) – agrees with – [4] visti (past 

participle.) – always choose the masculine when the direct 

object’s gender is unknown. 
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Non-Enclitic Direct Object Pronouns 

 
What does the Non-enclitic Direct Object Pronoun do?  It takes the place of the direct object. 

 

 English   Italiano 

Singular   Singular  

 Me   Me 

 You (sing.)   Te 

 Him – Her – It    Lui - Lei 

Plural   Plural  

 Us   Noi 

 You (pl)   Voi 

 Them   Loro 

 

Daria sees Anna. = Daria sees her. 

Daria vede Anna. = Daria vede lei. 

Direct Object non-enclictic pronouns are placed after the verb. 
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Enclitic Direct Object Pronoun 
 

What does the Enclitic Direct Object Pronoun do?  It takes the place of the direct object. 

 

 English   Italiano 

Singular   Singular  

1) Me  1) Mi 

2) You (sing.)  2) Ti 

3) Him – Her – It   3) Lo - La 

Plural   Plural  

1) Us  1) Ci 

2) You (pl)  2) Vi 

3) Them  3) Li - Le 

 

Daria sees Anna. = Daria sees her. 

Daria vede Anna. = Daria la vede. 

Enclitic direct object pronouns are placed before the conjugated verb. 

 

Directions:  Rewrite each sentence using the enclitic direct object pronoun. 

7. They watch us play soccer. 

a. Loro guardano noi giocare calcio. 

i. Noi = First, Plural = ci -> Loro ci guardano giocare calcio. 

8. She pays them (mas.) directly. 

a. Lei paga loro (mas.) direttamente. 

i. Loro = Third, Plural = li ->  Lei li paga direttamente. 

9. You (pl.) see me on Thursday. 

a. Voi vedete me giovedì. 

i. Me = First, Singular = mi -> Voi mi vedete giovedì. 
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Imperfetto 
 

The imperfetto in American-English is called the “Imperfect.”  It is literally imperfect for a 

reason.  The difference between the Imperfetto and the Passato Prossimo is one of time:  The 

imperfetto describes an action that lingers in the past while the Passato Prossimo depicts an 

action that has occurred and is completed. 

I liken the Passato Prossimo to a “Kodak Moment” in time:  You take the shot and it is over. 

The Imperfetto, on the other hand, is the moviola tense – for those of you that do not recall a 
moviola, think of this tense as being the video camera tense. 

For example:   

1) It was raining… – vs –  It rained… 

a. It was raining – gives the impression that:  the rain lasted a while. 

b. It rained – gives the impression that:  the rain fell and now it is over. 

2) I used to eat pizza …  – vs –   I ate pizza… 

a. I used to eat pizza – gives the impression that:  the rain lasted a while. 

b. I ate pizza – gives the impression that:  the pizza was consumed - it is completed 

action. 

 

Imperfetto 

 ARE ERE IRE 

Singular    

1) -avo -evo -ivo 

2) -avi -evi -ivi 

3) -ava -eva -iva 

Plural    

1) -avamo -evamo -ivamo 

2) -avate -evate -ivate 

3) -avano -evano -ivano 
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FUTURO 
 

Futuro 

 ARE ERE IRE 

Singular    

1) -erò -erò -irò 

2) -erai -erai -irai 

3) -erà -erà -irà 

Plural    

1) -eremo -eremo -iremo 

2) -erete -erete -irete 

3) -eranno -eranno -iranno 
 

Nota Bene:  There are many irregular verbs in the Future tense. 

1. Avere – Avrò  

2. Andare – Andrò 

3. Bere – Berrò 

4. Dare – Darò  

5. Dire – Dirò  

6. Dovere – Dovrò  

7. Essere – Sarò  

8. Fare – Farò  

9. Potere – Potrò  

10. Stare – Starò 

11. Vedere – Vedrò  

12. Volere – Vorrò
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Prepositions 

Something to start thinking about… 

 

A – allo – all’ – al – ai – agli – alla – all’ – alle 

con 

da 

di – dello – dell’ – del – dei – degli – della – dell’ –  delle 

in – nello – nell’ – nel – nei – negli – nella – nell’ –  nelle 

per 

su –  sullo – sull’ – sul – sui – sugli – sulla – sull’ – sulle 

tra (fra) 

 


